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Selling 200 Bulls and 250 Females • Sale book will be included in your November Angus Journal.
Semen and AI certificates always available on our herd sires. • Call 573-581-1225.
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Another stellar headliner of our 2005 offering will be this young,
proven daughter of GAR Precision 1680. Her three natural calves
balance a birth ratio of 98, weaning ratio of 104, yearling ratio of
101, IMF ratio of 109, REA ratio of 103, and ribfat ratio of 84. Three
flushes to date have averaged 7 transferable embryos per flush. Her
first son, SydGen 1407 Corona 2016, hit the sire summary with his
first progeny scanned earning him ultrasound EPDs of .71 and .78
for IMF and UREA, and a $B Value of +58.81, third highest on the
young sire summary, as well as big positives for CED, SC, and $W.
Corona's first few sons were the hit of our 2004 sale, and we're
expecting great things in the future on this top young sire co-owned
with the Mike Kasten Beef Alliance and Snake Creek Ranch.

Named Reserve Grand Champion Bull of the Missouri State Fair
as a yearling, this powerful Future Direction son offers a rare
combination of maternal, carcass value, and phenotypic strength.
His dam, SAF Forever Lady 0182, was in the $62,000 buyer's
choice lot in our 2002 sale, was flushed in partnership with Three
Trees Ranch, and records three natural progeny weaned at 115
ratio with one yearling at 115. Thirteen progeny scanned record
average ratios of 104 for IMF and 102 for UREA. We'll offer half
interest and half possession in OnStar, along with five maternal
brothers by SydGen On The Mark, E161, and High Prime, and
one maternal sister by High Prime. A flush sister to OnStar is also
currently serving in our donor pen.
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